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remains a growthmarket in some parts
o the world, Arica and Asia Pacic
in particular. However, according to
de Ruiter, to replace the revenue from
one lost US DTH subscriber, an op-
erator would need to sign up 20 DTH
subscribers in India. Overall satellite
service revenues from video are ex-
pected to decline; and by 2031, data,
which today only represents 15% of
revenues will account for 42% of the
US$124 billion total satcom revenues.

Looking to the near-term future,
it seems both repetitive and trite to say
that we are an industry in transition. I
know I have written that several times
in the past. But maybe more than
ever it is true today. That’s proba-
bly why we all love this business, it’s
constantly changing. The buzz right
now is focused on multi-orbit and the
associated partnerships and mergers.

Consolidation

Combining two of those topics
was the recent announcement from
Eutelsat and OneWeb about their
plans to merge. Eva Berneke CEO,
Eutelsat and Neil Masterson, CEO
OneWeb were on stage together in
Paris, discussing their plans, which in-
cluded the second-generation constel-
lation for OneWeb. Berneke pointed
out that combining the LEO constel-
lation with Eutelsat’s GEO satellites
maymean thatOneWebwouldn’t need
“as many new satellites in order to
address peak capacity.” Before the an-
nouncement, OneWeb’s second gen-
eration constellation was expected to
be larger than the current generation
of 648 satellites. Berneke didn’t seem

concerned about themarket’s negative
reaction to the announcement of the
merger, saying that it was a big change
for Eutelsat’s investors, who under-
stood the company and were used
to regular dividends. Now they were
faced with a new company that they
don’t really knowmuch about, and the
prospect of no dividends for the next
three years, so “We need to educate
the market.” Masterson sees great
synergies between the two companies,
explaining that as an established player,
Eutelsat brings experience, regulatory
knowledge and an understanding of
satellite markets.

OneWeb on the other hand brings
“agility and pace.” He was also very
enthusiastic about the fact that the
combined company would be the only
one in the world with a hybrid GEO-
LEO constellation. If, Lightspeed
from Telesat goes ahead, (and there
are unconrmed rumors that it may
not due to supply chain and nancing
issues), this will no longer be the case.

There was of course, much spec-
ulation about a potential merger
between Intelsat and SES announced
by the Financial Times a few weeks
ago. However, whilst neither Steve
Collar, CEO SES, norDavidWajsgras,
CEO Intelsat would deny outright the
rumors, neither would conrm them
either.

The other big industrymerger and
acquisition, that of Inmarsat by Viasat,

earned the two companies the Ex-
cellence in Satellite Communications
Award, for the strategic transaction of
the year. That merger has just received
UK regulatory approval.

Other recipients of Excellence
in Satellite Communications Awards,
were: Starlink, for the Global Satcom
Business Award, for its rapid deploy-
ment of its constellation. Hispasat, for
the Regional Space Business Award,
and the Comisión Federal de Elec-
tricidad (CFE) Telecomunicaciones e
Internet para Todos, for the Universal
Connectivity Award. This is an initia-
tive supported by Hughes, Stargroup,
APCONetworks, Eutelsat, AxessNet-
works and Globalsat, to help bridge
the digital divide by connecting over
7,200 WiFi and internet community
access sites in Mexico.

Industry Forecasts
Euroconsult is forecasting that

satellite capacity will grow to more
than 97 terabytes per second in the
next five years, with 94% of this
growth coming from the non-geosta-
tionary constellations (NGSOs). Giv-
en this extraordinary gure, it is hardly
surprising to nd a growing interest in
being able to offer multi-orbit services.
How else will today’s GEO operators
remain relevant? Until recently, Star-
link has been pursuing a one-stop shop
direct to the consumer model. Now,
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it is moving into the enterprise market
and as Jonathan Hofeller, VP Starlink
Commercial Sales, said “We are ex-
ploring the opportunity to work with
partners around the globe. Between
now and the end of the year, that is
something that I am personally trying
to drive.” One of the operators that
in discussions with Starlink is KT SAT,
which according to David Kyungmin
Song, KT SAT’s CEO plans to diver-
sify so as to be able to offer both LEO
and MEO options to its broadband
customers. Turksat and Arabsat also
conrmed that they were in discus-
sions with LEO operators, but did not
specify which ones.

Innovations
Being able to offer multi-orbit

service, requires more than signing

an agreement with a NGSO opera-
tor. It requires major innovation in
the ground segment, so as to provide
operators the ability to switch seam-
lessly between orbits. In a session
entitled: “New Digital Dawn for the
Ground Segment Business” represen-
tatives from ST Engineering iDirect,
Kratos, Spacebridge, CPI, Comtech
and Hughes were unanimous in the
need or fexibility, virtualization and
standardization. The latter referring
to adhering to telco standards, so as
to be easily interoperable. One of
the key drivers behind the aim of
interoperability, is the hope that by
incorporating LEOs into the service
oering, satellite can nally overcome
one of the main objections of terres-
trial operators; namely that of latency,
and be regarded as viable part of the
telco offering, rather than the technol-

This year's World Satellite Business Week held in Paris, France attracted over 1,200 particpants.. 

ogy of last resort.

At the end of last year ST En-
gineering iDirect announced it was
entering into a strategic partnership
with Microsoft Azure to drive the
adoption of virtualization and cloud
to enable the digital transformation of
the ground segment. During World
Satellite Business Week, Frederik
Simoens, CTO ST Engineering iDi-
rect and Steve Kitay, Senior Director
Microsoft Azure Space in a discussion
with CNBC shared more information
about the partnership and the prog-
ress that has been made. Simoens
explained that in the past the company
had been forced to focus on things
other than their core expertise, such as
building hardware and appliances. By
virtualizing the modem and moving it
to the cloud, “it allows us to focus our
expertise on making technology that




